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Abstract Suicide notes are usually written with pen or marker on a paper, notebook, wall or mir-

ror. However, suicide notes written on one’s own body is very rare, and suicide note engraved with

some metallic object on the body has not been reported yet. In the present suicidal death, the victim

while carving some letters on the left arm with a razor had an incidental cut on right thumb. This

incidental cut on the palm may be referred as ‘‘cutaneous cut sign” which gives a clue that the carv-

ing on the body with a sharp object was written by the victim himself. It also provides an additional

importance of examination of palm for the presence of supportive evidences.
� 2015 The International Association of Law and Forensic Sciences (IALFS). Production and hosting by

Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Medicolegal examination of the palm is very important in a

victim of suspected suicide or homicide, often to evaluate for
the presence of supportive evidences.1,2 Hanzlick and Ross3

also emphasize the importance of examination of the palm,
where the ink marks are found on the palmer aspect of both

hands while writing a suicide note on a paper by the victim
before committing suicide. Usually, the notes are written with
pen or marker on the paper, notebook, wall, mirror, etc.4,5;

and rarely on the body.6 But notes written with a sharp object
on the body has not been reported in the literature. We present
a case of suicide in which the victim while engraving some let-
ters on the body with a razor had an incidental cut on the
palm, and may be referred as ‘‘cutaneous cut sign” of suicide.

2. Case report

A 40-year married man had committed suicide out of frustra-
tion due to unemployment and financial crisis. He was under

depression due to the debt. His body was retrieved from the
lake having parapet wall boundary and platform on one side.
His footwear was found at the platform and one blood stained

razor was also recovered a short distance away.
On external examination, clothes of the deceased were

intact and the left sleeve of the shirt was folded up to the shoul-

der. Suicidal note was recovered from the wallet of the
deceased. Some engraved letters spelled as ‘‘MILU” were
written with a sharp object on the anterior aspect of the left
arm. (Figure 1). These letters were in the form of linear cuts

and were superficially subcutaneously deep. There was also a
superficial skin deep cut of size 1 cm � 0.2 cm on the palmer
aspect of the right thumb (Figure 2). Autopsy findings were
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Figure 1 Photograph showing letters ‘MILU’ engraved with a

razor blade on the left arm.

Figure 2 Superficial cut on the right thumb referred as

‘cutaneous cut sign’ of suicide while engraving letters on the left

arm.
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suggestive of death due to drowning. Toxicological analysis of
the blood revealed ethyl alcohol in the concentration of 88 gm/
dl.

3. Discussion

Examination of the palm of the victim is very important in

medicolegal practice. In homicidal cases, the palm is examined
for the presence of tissue debris under nails, and for the detec-
tion of any foreign materials like hair, fibers, buttons, cloth

piece, defense wounds, etc.1,7 The hands are also examined
for the detection of gunpowder in firearm cases.1,2 In certain
suicidal cases, some notes or messages were found to be written
by the victim on the palm.8 Here we present an additional find-

ing on the hand referred as ‘‘cutaneous cut sign” of suicide
while writing suicidal notes on the body with a sharp object.

A suicide note typically conveys the final words that can be

a very potent message to the family and friends of the
deceased.5 It is a document often to explain the reasons for this
act and to say goodbye to loved ones. Usually the notes are

written with pen or marker on the paper, notebooks, wall, mir-
ror, etc.5 Rarely the notes are written on the body.4,6 But notes
written with a sharp object on the body has not been reported
in the literature. Such notes by a sharp object suggest the

strong intent of the victim toward the cause of action so that
their message will not be overlooked. In the present case, the
victim was under some depression due to the debt. Before com-

mitting suicide out of frustration, the victim had engraved the
letters ‘MILU’ on his left arm. The first letter of this word was
found to be the initial of his wife ‘‘M” to which the victim

wishes a goodbye note ‘ILU’ for ‘‘I Love You”. This note
might be the parting affection of a victim toward his wife.
While engraving these letters over the body with a razor, the
victim had an incidental cut on the palmer aspect of the right

thumb referred as ‘‘cutaneous cut sign” of suicide.
The presence of ‘‘cutaneous cut sign” indicates the contact

with the sharp object while carving the letters on the body

before committing suicide. Thus it gives strong evidence that
the carving on the body with a sharp object was self inflicted.
Moreover, the presence of cut on the palm with engraved notes

on the body of an individual who had died in unexplained cir-
cumstances should arouse suspicion of suicide.
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